About the Centre

The EMEA Customer Engagement Centre is available:
Monday – Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Email: cecemea@hpe.com

Located in London, the HPE EMEA Customer Engagement Centre provides state-of-the-art meeting environments, technology demonstrations and a professional staff to give you a highly personalised briefing experience. The 12,000 square foot Centre features key spaces including a two storey digital wall featuring key solutions, the Gallery for an interactive discussion on the HPE Strategy and what is possible with solutions for the four Transformation Areas; the TechWorks data centre to highlight specific HPE enterprise technologies; and the interactive Solution Wall showcasing HPE’s broad portfolio. The building is LEED Platinum Certified, the highest ranking possible and designed with unique indoor and outdoor environments to deliver an interactive, thought-provoking briefing experience.

During your briefing, HPE Senior Leaders and Discussion Leader experts can help you explore a wide range of topics, including:

Transformation Areas:
• Transform to a hybrid infrastructure (cloud)
• Protect your digital enterprise (security)
• Enable workplace productivity (mobility)
• Empower the data-driven organisation (Big Data)
• Industry solutions include:
  – Financial services
  – Defence
  – Public sector
  – Healthcare
  – Retail
• Data centre solutions
• Hewlett Packard Labs (Bristol) discussions and demos
• HPE corporate and business function best practices

Learn more at hpe.com/customer centers
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